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01 Logline

Sarang, who runs a small dress shop, has some
secrets that shouldn't be revealed to customers.

"To me, everyone in the
world seems like animals.“
Some a little troubled customers are starting to

come to Sarang's dress shop one by one...
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02 Synopsis

People look like animals
Lee Sarang has a secret. That is to her eyes everyone in the world looks like an animal!
But if there's an exception... that person is Ji Horang, who was close to me when I was young.
But why does the face of the cat guest change to a person...?

I want to match my little sister's dress
The cat guest Ju Kkamang had a younger sister who was nice and pretty, but didn't live long.
As a child, my younger sister was very happy to receive the dress that was given to her as a
gift, but...
I could never give you a dress again.
I bought a ready-to-wear dress every year after my sister's death, but this year, I bought it at
Lee Sarang's dress shop.
I'm going to buy a tailored dress.

Long time no see sister
Lee Sarang was not able to play comfortably with anyone as a child under her strict parents.
Her only playmate was her brother Ji Horang.
Her childhood trauma made everyone look like an animal, but Ji Horang was different.
But she hadn't seen him for a long time, and she opened a dressmaker and looked for him.
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02 Synopsis
Career woman customer going to Blind date
A duck customer who worked harder than anyone else to get a job at a big company, but
she failed to get promoted because he was pushed by married men and the surrounding
female employees are married and retired. The time has come for her to choose too.
Please make good clothes for the blind date, please.

Customer who is going to the
teacher's funeral
When I was a student, I was alone because of my parents' car accident.
The teacher who asked her to live with her, who is had nowhere to go.
'Even if you don't know what to do, you have to work hard and prove your
efforts'. But, what came back was even greater coldness. A few years after

leaving home for her teacher. She needed clothes to go to her teacher's
funeral.

Bride customer wearing a tuxedo to
a wedding
I was trying to buy a dress to wear at a wedding after others.
But the cat customer doesn't want to do that.

Without holding his father's hand, I will wear a tuxedo and go in proudly.
Please match your tuxedo.
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02 Synopsis

Athlete's Customer
I didn't pay attention and just focused on the exercise.
He didn't know and didn't care about fashion.
Can I choose pretty clothes now..?

The black cat fell in love with the dressmaker
Contrary to the misunderstanding that I was ignoring a friend's favor at first.
Seeing Lee Sarang's kind and affectionate side, Ju kkamang is getting more and

more immersed.
I want to be called by name, not by the names of customers and bosses.
Suddenly, he stopped by her side and bought her a present for her.

Ji horang's friend, Lee Sarang's shop intruder
Jiho-rang, who met Lee Sa-rang, was excited and bragged to his friends.
However, his friend who hated him, who is popular, broke into Jiho-rang's friend,
Lee Sa-rang's dress shop.
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03 Character introduction

Lee Sarang
She runs a clothing store
Due to his childhood trauma, in her eyes people look like animals
Trauma to her mother as a child
Try not to get close to people
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03

Ju Kkamang
Novelist
Having regrets for not taking much care of her younger sister in her childhood
Repeating appear as human and cat figures in Lee Sarang's eyes
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03

Ji Horang
College student
Ji Sa-rang's only playmate in childhood
In Lee Sarang's eyes, he seemed to be the only human
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04 Character Relationship Diagram
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05 killing point

✓ The storyline of the main characters is good, but the true story of the

guests who come out from time to time is the strength.
✓ The kindness and charm that the female lead gives to customers is
the charm that captivates readers.

✓ A cuteness who has the courage to win Lee Sa-rang in a competition
with Ji-horang, who is shy and reckless
✓ Ju Kkamang, who returns to a human face once in a while, and Ji-

horang whose face is blurred
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